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“Bau nanuma na nodatou Lasa”  

 “Beautiful moments that last for eternity”  

 

 
Is an expression out of an old Fijian folksong, which has become one of our core mottos of Laucala 

Island. If you are searching for a paradise lost you can‟t do better than to follow your dreams. For 

those who do, islands symbolize the perfect counterbalance or escape for your holiday. We would 

like to welcome you to Laucala Island in the South Sea archipelago of Fiji.  

 

Laucala Island is a perfect island escape, for those who seek the total luxury of privacy and space, 

relaxing ambience, enjoying culinary delicacies, yet being sportive active. Anything is possible on 

Laucala - playing a round of golf, cycling the island, game fishing, diving or sailing the turquoise 

waters or being pampered in the spa.  

 

Only twenty-five residences widely spread on the northern tip of the island, each with its own 

swimming pool, leaving ample space giving the most privacy you can imagine. Seamless transition 

from indoor to outdoor living, creates an inspiringly relaxed yet luxurious atmosphere.  

 

Not only are we a resort - we set a high value in taking a holistic approach of self sustainability in 

growing all fruits and vegetables on our own farms; breeding poultry and cattle, making our own 

honey and bottling the purest volcanic mineral water, baking our own breads - providing the best 

quality of produce possible for our restaurants.  

 

We offer our guest „cuisine à la Laucala‟ in five different restaurants beginning from degustation 

dinners in the colonial Plantation House Restaurant, Asian influenced dining in the tree tops of the 

Seagrass Lounge or barbeques at the beach.  

 

Mountain sides, cliff tops white sandy beaches and turquoise waters - this awaits you on Laucala.  

 

Moce Mada as we say…  

with kind regards from Laucala Island, 

Maja & Thomas Kilgore  
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The art of living in harmony with nature without renouncing the conveniences of modern comfort 

finds its highest expression. All our residences captivate visitors with their clear commitment to the 

natural environment and Fijian traditions. With their remarkable combination of vast space, 

exclusively designed interiors, natural materials, luxurious comfort, they create wonderfully inspiring 

surroundings for sophisticated travellers.  

 

 

 

The twenty five residences are spread out in unique locations, differing quite a bit yet providing 

varying atmospheres. Some are set in the former coconut plantation, some the Seagrass Bay and on  

 

The twenty five residences are spread out in unique locations, differing quite a bit yet providing 

varying atmospheres. Some are set in the former coconut plantation, some the Seagrass Bay and on 

the Nawi Hill.  

 

The characteristic villa Wai is built on stilts in the lagoon and the Peninsula residence crowns the tip 

of the peninsula island. 
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The Plantation Residences are located directly at the white sandy beach within the old Copra 

Plantation of the island. The interior design of the villas was to use light and space as part of the 

architecture, being particularly spacious, with seamless transitions from indoor to outdoor living 

areas. Spectacular views upon the open sea are like a piece of art. A relaxed and contemporary 

design offers a simply natural luxury. 

 
 

 

 

 
The Seagrass Bay is what one would describe as a typical „jungle‟ vegetation. Old tropical trees, lush 

bushes and wild growing coconuts create a color of opulent green – transcending into the white 

sandy coastline of the Seagrass bay. The villas are perfectly camouflaged by the mature natural 

vegetation. The organic pool formation of each villa blends seamlessly into the ocean view. Wooden 

decks, rocks and daybeds create a tropical outdoor living and dining experience.   
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Plateau Residences are situated on the Nawi hill overlooking the South Pacific Ocean, lending itself 

to a spectacular cliff top view of neighboring islands.  

The exotic character of these bungalows cannot be described other than fantastic. The scenery of 

the blue ocean touching the white sand, gently transforming into a lush tropical green captures the 

islands atmosphere from the top of the hill. 

 Carefully integrated into the mountains landscape, their open-plan design blurs the boundary 

between the interior and exterior areas. Thanks to the exclusive seclusion on the ridge the Plateau 

Residences are particularly suitable for undisturbed holidays.  

 

 

 

 

 
Wai means water in Fijian and is the patron name for this special overwater villa. It is a uniquely 

designed two bedroom residence with brilliant colors that elevate this resort to a noble holiday work 

of art. You will never experience the fascination of the South Pacific anywhere as fully as in this 

residence, which appears to float above the emerald-green lagoon.  

Relax on the spacious terrace ranging across several levels over the lagoon and also when you have a 

bath in the hot tub or in the large private pool, which is carved directly into the rocks. 
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This luxurious mansion resembles an “island on an island”, caressed by the dazzling turquoise 

waters of the South Pacific and surrounded by opulent green hills, a white beach and plenty of space 

for privacy. The Peninsula Villa is crowning on a rock proving the ultimate privacy for two. 

Uninterrupted ocean views from various levels of living spaces and outdoor pavilions are given at 

any time. Wooden walkways lead you to your relaxation and dining pavilions and to your private 

beach set in a cove. This exclusive privacy is actually the genuine Laucala luxury, the seductive icing 

on the cake of the Peninsula Residence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delana or the Hilltop Residence is situated on the highest point of the resort captivating 360° 

panoramic views around the island. An unusually designed main residence with its own panoramic 

pool landscape, two spacious guest residences are combined as a “resort in a resort” – views going 

into an endless ocean, overlooking the opulent green hills of Laucala island – this ambience crowns 

the dreams of luxury living à la Laucala. The Delana complex is suitable for up to 6 persons.  
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Residences Rates for the villa in US$ persons locations 

One Bedroom US$ 3.800 per night 2 adults Plantation, Seagrass, Plateau 

Two Bedroom US$ 5.500 per night 4 adults Plantation, Seagrass, Plateau 

Three Bedroom US$ 8.200 per night 6 adults Plantation & Seagrass 

Overwater “Wai” US$ 6.500 per night 4 adults Overwater Lagoon 

Peninsula “Udu” US$ 5.500 per night 2 adults Peninsula Island 

Delana Hilltop on request only 6 adults Hilltop 

 

 

Rate Inclusions Breakfast, lunch and dinner in all 5 restaurants  

Laucala wine & beverage Menu, usage of all bars,  

villa bars and in villa dining  

All activities:  

Golf,  

Water sports offered as diving, sailing, windsurfing, jet boat activities on 

the inner reef, tennis, 

one spa day at the guests choice  

daily laundry & dry cleaning services, additional baby cots  

Internet services  

Rate Exclusions Golf Pro lessons  

Cigar Menu  

Collectors premium wine list  

Spa Journeys  

Dive course certification , outer reef dives 

Flight Transfer Ticket price US$ 600 per person per way.  

For private charter of the plane US$ 4.400 per way (Nadi or Suva).  

      All rates are subject to 15% VAT and 5% hotel turnover tax 

. 
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Villa facilities Satellite TV in each room, 4 in-house movie channels,  

Ipod & Ipod docking stations,  

Bose home entertainment system (audio and video)  

International and national telephone access (IDD/NDD)  

Cordless telephone per villa  

Mobile phone per bedroom for local calls  

Wireless internet connection in the residences and resort areas  

Full bar and health bar per bedroom and lounge  

Pool per residence  

Yoga decks  

Private golf buggy per residence  

 

 

 

private aircraft Laucala has a private airport and offers day and night operations.  

The grooved concrete airstrip is 1.200 m long and 23 m wide,  

suitable for all aircrafts with a maximum takeoff weight MTOW of 40t 

International clearance is possible upon request  

S 16° 44„57.8“, W 179° 40„03.6“  

ICAO Code Air Laucala Airport Fiji NFNH  

flight transfer The resort‟s King Air B 200 seats 7 persons maximum  

Nadi Lounge facilities and meet & greet services are offered to all 

Laucala guests. Flying time from Nadi to Laucala is 50 minutes and ticket 

price is a combined transfer with other guests arriving or departing 30-60 

minutes apart on the same day. 

Express clearance will be organized for all guests arriving on 

International Airlines  

 

For further information please contact us. 


